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Abstract
This manual contains information and instructions for installing, operating and maintaining the OLF70208.

Copyright
Copyright © 2008, Cooper Crouse-Hinds, Syracuse, NY 13221, U.S.A.
All rights reserved. Reproduction or use of any portion of this manual is prohibited without express written permission from Cooper Crouse-Hinds and/or its licensor.

Trademark Acknowledgements
Cooper Crouse-Hinds is a registered trademark name.
All trademarks and product names mentioned are properties of their respective companies, and are recognized and acknowledged as such by Cooper Crouse-Hinds.

Disclaimer
While every effort has been made to ensure that the information in this manual is complete, accurate and up-to-date, Cooper Crouse-Hinds assumes no liability for damages resulting from any errors or omissions in this manual, or from the use of the information contained herein. Cooper Crouse-Hinds reserves the right to revise this manual without obligation to notify any person or organization of the revision.
In no event will Cooper Crouse-Hinds be liable for direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages arising out of the use of or the inability to use this manual.

Warranty
Cooper Crouse-Hinds warrants all components, under normal operating conditions, for one year.
**Parts Replacement**
The use of parts or components, in this equipment, not manufactured or supplied by Cooper Crouse-Hinds voids the warranty and invalidates the third party testing laboratory certification which ensures compliance with FAA Advisory Circulars 150/5345-43E, 150/5345-51 and 150/4345-53B. The certification is valid as long as the system is maintained in accordance with FAA guidelines (FR doc. 04-13718 filed 6-16-04).

**General**
The Crouse-Hinds OLF (Obstruction Lighting Flasher) assembly consists of a solid state encapsulate flasher that provides zero voltage switching and a cast aluminum weatherproof housing.

**Application**
The OLF flasher provides the flashing function for FCB beacons, obstruction lights, or other incandescent load lamps.

**Specifications**
The power source is 200-260 volts AC, 50 or 60 hertz, with a flash rate of $30 \pm 10$ flashes per minute (2/3 ON, 1/3 OFF) and a maximum load of 4000 watts.

**Installation**
The OLF is designed for outdoor mounting in a vertical conduit run.

**Connection to a Power Source and Load**
1. Remove four (4) cover screws
2. Make power and load connections (see wiring diagram).
3. OLF should be securely grounded through the conduit system or a separate ground should be provided to the case
4. When field connection to the terminal block are complete, reinstall cover using four (4) screws supplied
Wiring Diagrams

**NOTE:** JUMPER LINE 1 AND LINE 2 FOR SINGLE LINE OPERATION

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** RATED VOLTAGE IS LINE TO NEUTRAL. DO NOT USE LINE TO LINE VOLTAGE.
**NOTE:** JUMPER LINE1 AND LINE 2 FOR SINGLE LINE OPERATION

**IMPORTANT NOTE:** RATED VOLTAGE IS LINE TO NEUTRAL. DO NOT USE LINE TO LINE VOLTAGE.
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